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Abstract  

In the contemporary period India has been shining with lot of   techniques, technology, 

method and formula toward improving social and political developments. In which, role 

of e governance was observed very significant in the developments of all social, 

economical and political phenomena of India’s development. Though India has been 

achieving several successes in its economic sectors in the present context but the 

significant changes were achieved after 1980 and 1990 because of economic 

improvements and developments which were accelerated to do all the successful 

phenomena. Due to reason of rapid functions of e governance in India its major goal, 

future agenda and sustaining present economic growth was able to do. E governance is 

weapon it will penetrate at all level functions of administration’s activities with its 

dynamic force for make an effective administration and developments in all the public 

and private sector’s developments. Due to effective role India’s policy makers, 

economists, rulers and information technology workers India was able to make changes 

in entire government as well as private organisation and administration .organisation, 

industry and administrations were operated by manual labours were replaced by e 

governance system with an aim to improve active and dynamic improvements in both 

private and public enterprises across the India. Since introduction of e governance 

operating and administrative system in India’s all government offices, ninety present of 

manual works were reduced as one percentage, remaining 99 percentages works are 

accomplished by e governance system in a systematic and digital ways for the holistic 

development of India. Through this system merely one percentage works have been done 

by manual workers so perfectly across the India and this system makes everyone as 

accountable as answerable to their higher authority without escaping and avoiding from 

doing their natural e governance works. 
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Introduction 

Basically e governance is a systematic digital informative and technology oriented 

governing and administrative systems of the Indian government, which is used and 

applied at all the fields and administrations of its government functions. Its role and 

activities are producing valuable changes and improvements in the social, political and 

economical fields. Thereby, social developments are caused lot and also made easy to 

people traces all types of government and economic news in a quick way without delay, e 

governance has been  one of the  significant and important  device of  the informative 

and communication technology in all country’s political, social and economic 

developmental  activities thereby,  all above mentioned developments are  happening 

speedily ,actively and  shortly in  productive and efficient ways for add value to the 

rulers, policy makers and policy followers.  In this aspects trade, exports, commerce, 

business and foreign exchange activities are flourishing lot and multiplying huge with an 

aim to achieve several goals in international competitive platform. Its role and functions 

in the different dimensions and routs are being highly helpful to the countries in all in 

all   development activities. As to it has been making lot of success in social and cultural 

developments so many countries are commenced to strengthen their e governance 

system as to improve their vital areas of social, economical and political structures.  

 

 

 Before three decades, all work and performance of the human beings at both 

government and private offices were don so slow and suffered lack of communications 

technology and computerized atmosphere but after e governance was introduced in 

entire India’s administrative fields human being’s massive lazy works were reduced, 

their dependency was completely palliated and computerized work was quickened to 

achieve social and economic developments. All these changes were emerged with an 

advent of e governance arrival at all the places of government and non government 

administrations. Previously working nature of human being at different offices at 

government and private were seeming and becoming very slow with lot time passing 

natures and interest to do personal works at office time .Ton reduce all these 

unproductive and useless nature of work styles of private and public enterprise’s 

employees, government with collaboration of technological board has been brought and 
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introduced e governance system to advance and accelerate all types of works in 

achieving of India’s goal  to become super power. Before computerization and e governs 

introduction India has been facing lot and massive problems in developing of its 

economic, social, technological and agricultural sectors, for which the lazy and time 

passing work mined employees were major reasons thereby, development in all the fields 

were questinmarks.   

To break up these hurdles and hindrances which are made by government and private 

sector’s employees, Indian government with serious concern in strengthening of its 

social, economical, political and administrative sectors have paid much attentions on 

introducing of e governance system. Thereafter,  e governance was initiated along  with 

bright features of the  informative and communication technology with an aim to make 

splendid developments in the economic developments ,social developments and political 

developments .The major task of government at introduction of e governance is  easing 

of  physical work of  human beings  , completing all official works instantly, reducing 

time consumption, preventing time wasting and finishing all works instantly. 

All these special and outstanding features of the e governance was invented by IT 

department and CIT for the ameliorations of military, police, governance, commerce, 

trade, economic ,political and social developments. Different types of e governance 

method of administration was established and introduced in different countries at 

different styles for the benefit of the civil society without confusions. Now day’s citizens 

in all the regions and countries with the help of e governance system is  able to order 

and buy food items, articles, goods, cosmetics, household items, iron items and other 

social needs of the society and families rapidly without delay and late . Due to an 

effective contributions and functions of the e governance administrative system 

particularly  trade, commerce, imports ,exports, transactions, hotels ,banking, 

marketing, house keepings, investments, revenue making, money  circulating ,debiting, 

crediting, subsidy ,loan dispersing , checking balance of bank account, money transfer 

from mobile  to bank and bank  to mobile, online purchase ,depositing cash and 

business solutions shall be able to do easily and conveniently . 

Impacts of e governance in economic development  

 

Proudly and eagerly a country would be liking to advance, develop and  strengthen  its 

economic image and structure, for which it will work lot and hard ,in this way an 
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invention of e governance system in India has been  making several ever thinkable and 

commemorate developments in the fields of social ,economical ,political and information 

technology .Thereby ,India today has been functioning and shining in the middle of  

global politics along with so many proud and famous which were endowed by its e 

governance administration as never before in its history. With its economic development 

supports now it is able to challenge to its opposite country without fear and panic in 

determining of international issues. Through the supports of e governance and economic 

development its international respects have been developing lot as equal as even to 

China, America and Russia. E governance’s basic encouragements to India have been 

motivating to stand at international political race with bold, steady and fearlessly 

without cowardice proclivity. Since economic development  is determining all the 

features and programmes  of a country India worked lot to introduce and initiate e 

governance system to boost and develop its economic platform in a cemented method. 

  

By e governance system, all the needs of a country and people were able to achieve and 

deliver by India in a stated way without any deviations, with an assistance of an 

advanced e governance system Indian government and rulers have been able to carry 

out their constitutional duties in terms of managing country’s issues, developing people 

life, nurturing of both private and public sector’s economic developments and also 

disseminating its all the government news and affairs to the knowledge of citizens .On 

behalf of  government, e governance has been  broadcasting, expressing ,disseminating 

and revealing all government’s news and issues to the people through via of computer 

,telecommunication, fax, smart phone and other waves oriented methods . Apart from 

quoted things it is paying many attentions on international political interactions, 

imports, exports, order making, negotiation, and conversation with several clients as to 

improve income and economic status of all the countries. In this process, India also is 

able to march dynamically and successfully in international and global politics to 

achieve its goal and status I equal to western country’s economy. 

 

 E- Governance roles are classified into four categories such as: 

Government-to-Citizens  

Government to Government-to (G2G) 

Government-to-Business (G2B) 

Government-to-Employee (G2E) 
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Government to Citizens  

E-Governance passes significant communication, information and messages of 

government to the knowledge of citizens through e governance process in each and every 

day. Makes people to get awareness as to how to access government benefits, schemes, 

polices, programmes and privileges .In other hand it makes people to participate in all 

government affairs, guiding them to know day today news of the government, 

disseminating implemented and published gazettes to the people’s knowledge and 

distributing all the governmental welfare schemes to rural and urban areas without bias 

and partiality. Governments to citizens all information and communications are 

transferred and shared through e governance system.  

 

It is a channel, medium of flowing and sharing of news, order, law, policy and 

assignments are materialized between government and citizens and from government to 

citizens vice versa. Since India has federal type of administration it has to pass properly 

all the political, economical and political official communications to its state 

governments without bias and failure, in doing or carry out these duties e governance 

has been playing much significant and important role. 

Government to Business 

Rationally people and private sectors in India have to defend on central government 

assistance for their life and industry development activities. In this paradigm e 

governance is used to broadcast and carry out all governmental business and commerce 

oriented news and plans to the private sector’s administration. It helps to them in lot of 

ways to improve their business strategy and commerce method according to government 

policies and procedures. E governance has been doing its marvelous supports to boost 

and strengthen the private sectors and public sectors’ goods, manufacturing items 

finance, international market, orders requirements, transactions, and labor and salary 

credits. As to strengthen these fields central government have been initiating several 

commerce and trade oriented policies with an interest to reveal and reach to private and 

public administrators via e governance system.  

 

Government to employee  

Regarding to bonus, promotion, occupations, human resource hiring, salary, regulations 

of jobs, duties and responsibility, issuing circular, letters, communications and 

information would be provided by the state and central government through the e 

governance system is called as a computerized administration .It makes relationships 
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between government to employees in terms of getting positive developments as well as 

receiving information as to their job and survival developments.  

 

Before computerization the nature of human beings in working places of both private 

and public sectors were seeming to be  abominable and detestable because ,most of 

them have had  laziness and entertainment activities therbu fiancé and non fiancé 

sectors  were not able to touch its desired goals therefore ,e governance system was 

introduced at all level administration of central and state government with an aim to 

enlarge business, trade, commerce and other ingredient works of government and 

nongovernmental sectors.  During that time India had been facing spoiling 

administrative system due to lazy and indolent natures of workers at level 

administration, to overcome and overthrow their nature’s government surprisingly 

introduced e governance system to activate and energies all lazy minded works  

Conclusion 

As Challenges to nature of worker’s time consuming and time passing, an innovative 

and inevitable e governance digital system was introduced in Indian administrative 

system. This system has created much more responsibility in each and every workers of 

private and public sector’s employee’s as to work sincerely and dedicated for the welfare 

of company, family and country, altogether India could be strengthened by doing these 

types of dedicated and honesty works .Regarding to business ,commerce, 

administration, trade and skills development e governance has been as one of the an  

indispensable tool and part in each and every activities of both private and public 

sector’s administration. Thereby, success, victory, developments and modernisation 

have been coming to Indian administration and administrators every day from the 

sources of commerce, business, trade, import, exports, and politics, military and social 

developments. All these aggregate success and developments in the aggregate fields were 

attained by India through the e governance system, which must be further strengthened 

by Indian government to do vibrant activities in the telecommunication and 

technological fields for improve its vital powers in the international scene. 
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